The evidence for adjuvant therapy in locally advanced rectal cancer after TME surgery is sparse. The aim of this study was to identify predicting factors of overall survival (OS) in these patients and combine them into a nomogram for individualized treatment. 1798 patients with pathologically staged II/III rectal adenocarcinoma treated by radical TME surgery from a single center's database were reviewed. In conclusion, our nomogram can predict 5-year OS after TME surgery for locally advanced rectal cancer with simple and effective advantage. This model may provide not only baseline OS estimate but also a tool for candidates selecting of adjuvant treatment in prospective studies.
INTRODUCTION
Rectal cancer is one of the most common cancers in the world. Preoperative concurrent chemoradiotherapy (RTCT) is recommended as the first choice for locally advanced rectal cancer (LARC) based on several randomized controlled trials [1] [2] [3] [4] , yet in 2010, only 47.3% of such patients received preoperative radiotherapy (RT) in practice based on SEER program [5] . However, although resection based on the principles of total mesorectal excision (TME) has become the cornerstone of multimodality treatment since 1990s [6, 7] , the evidence supporting the overall survival (OS) benefit from postoperative treatment is still sparse.
Many published studies have developed nomograms which are successful in predicting oncology events. Recently a study provided a nomogram based on five RCT in preoperative setting which accurately predicted the rate of overall survival, local recurrence and distant metastases, and that was successfully validated by a Chinese dataset [8, 9] . The aim of our study was to identify similar predicting factors of overall survival in Research Paper www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget postoperative rectal cancer patients and combine them into a nomogram for individualized treatment and further clinical trial design.
RESULTS

Follow-up analysis
Patients eligible for the analysis were 1798, with a median follow-up time of 59.8 months, event rates at 5 years of follow-up were 23.8% for OS, and the 5-year OS was 73.8%. The clinical features are shown in Table 1 .
Pooled cox model analysis
The survival analysis based on pooled 20 imputed dataset was conducted by multivariate Cox model, the results are in Table 2 . Based on the selected significant covariates, the overall P-value of each model calculated for each dataset was always <1 -16 meaning that the overall regression fit was largely significant. In this analysis, adjuvant chemotherapy and concurrent radiochemotherapy improve prognosis significantly, even IMRT technique increases OS with marginal significance. AUC analysis was defined for each one of the imputed dataset and corresponding Cox model. The mean value of the AUC was 0.7226 (range 0.7187 -0.7273). In bootstrap method, the corrected mean of AUC values was 0.7157 (range 0.7108 -0.7217), not significantly different from the start AUC mean value. The final model was designed by using pooled coefficients derived from the analysis and its final performance in terms of c-index (AUC) was 0.7105. The plot of its ROC curve is shown in Figure 1 . Finally the correlation analysis among covariates didn't show significant correlation among them.
Calibration and discrimination
The result of calibration of the final model is in Figure 2 . It shows almost perfect concordance between the predicted and the actual outcome obtained by Kaplan Meier overall survival estimator. The results of discrimination procedure are set up according to criteria 1b of TRIPOD statement [10] . In order to discriminate among different risk classes three categories of patients have been characterized by ranking them according the value of linear predictor of Cox model. The three survival curves are shown in Figure 3 .
Nomogram
The final nomogram ( Figure 4 ) was generated for calculating the 5 years predicted overall survival. In order to compute the prediction value of a new case, each covariate has to be selected and the corresponding score on the top line has to be summed to other scores. The final value of score sum gives the corresponding value in the predicted survival at 60 months in the bottom line. The positioning of the patient within a prognosis group can be easily be achieved looking at the "linear predictor" reference rectangle, where the color code is the same as color code in Kaplan Meier survival curves in Figure 3 .
DISCUSSION
Based on a large database from our single center, we have developed a 5-year OS prediction model for staged II/III rectal cancer patients who received TME surgery. The relevance of prognostic factors in our model fit well with previous studies [11] [12] [13] [14] . Given the distribution of treatment modality of this cohort, the model can support decision making in clinical practice and candidates selecting for future trials in postoperative LARC treatment.
In rectal cancer, prospective trials and retrospective comparisons only indicated the less toxicity and treatment response on par (or at least not inferior) with IMRT to those from historical reports of non-IMRT radiation [15] . In this multiple regression analysis, an amazing but controversial finding was that IMRT technique was associated with a significant improvement in OS. To more thoroughly evaluate this finding, given the possible not uniform application of IMRT, we took into account all the significant factors in Pearson test, including sex, age, ECOG, RTCT, pT, pN, chemotherapy and RT interruption days, residual tumor, results indicated no correlation with other significant covariates. Coupled with the Cox multiple analysis, these data suggest that the observed improvement in OS was significant for patients treated with IMRT compared to non-IMRT. Although it is unlikely to design a RCT trial to compare IMRT with conventional radiation on impact of OS, given these encouraging results based on large data, IMRT could be recommended in routine practice in experienced center in postoperative LARC treatment, despite the borderline significance in univariate log-rank test (p=0.052). A further work on different large dataset could be useful to confirm such conclusion by using a different verification dataset.
Some early trials in non-TME era supported postoperative concurrent radiochemotherapy through benefit in both local control and survival [16] [17] [18] [19] , which lead to the consensus in US for this modality in stage II/III disease [20] . Nowadays, preoperative radiochemotherapy is recommended as the first choice for these patients worldwide, which improves local control and toxicities with comparable OS [1, [21] [22] [23] . Unexpectedly, our data showed that the postoperative concurrent radiochemotherapy improved overall survival after TME surgery. To our knowledge, this was also the only one retrospective analysis based on a large cohort to document the effect of postoperative radiochemotherapy in TME era.
After TME surgery, overall survival of LARC patients primarily depends on the occurrence of distant metastases, however, adjuvant chemotherapy in these patients remains controversial despite several RCT have been performed [3, [24] [25] [26] [27] ]. In our model, more cycles of chemotherapy improved prognosis of patients in overall survival. Recently, a large meta-analysis indicated the benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy in DFS and OS [28] . Furthermore, similar results has been confirmed in ADORE study [29] and the previous nomogram in preoperative setting [8] . Further investigation is needed to define the role of adjuvant chemotherapy in the multimodal treatment of LARC patients to improve the encouraging findings of our results.
Although postoperative RTCT and CT both benefited OS in our data as mentioned above, debate still continues on whether they are both necessary for all LARC after TME surgery [25, 30] . As TME surgery technique alone can decrease the LR rate from 15%~40% to less than 10% [31] [32] [33] , and preoperative or postoperative adjuvant radiation can further improve local control despite OS benefits are still controversial [1, 22, 34, 35] , and then new questions arise which subgroup of patients is the best candidate for adjuvant treatment to improve OS. In the last decade, there is an evolving and progressive expectation for individualized treatment, our nomogram is a decision tool designed to tailor adjuvant treatments in LARC. For potential applying, our model also proposed three prognostic groups (Figure 3) , and different treatment strategies could be considered for each category. For example, when a "bad" prognostic patient (male, age 53 years, pT3N2, ECOG=1, grade of histology=3) after R0 resection is compared with a "good" prognostic one (female, age 43 years, pT3N0, ECOG=0, grade of histology=2), if RTCT with IMRT technique and adjuvant CT are applied, the 5-year OS may increase from 33.0% to 62.0% for "bad" and 86.0% to 90.0% for "good" respectively ( Figure 4) . Considering the potential morbidity [36, 37] , cost of RT and CT, this particular "good" prognostic patient might choose to avoid adjuvant treatment given the minimal expected benefit.
Nomogram has been successfully developed for predicting OS in rectal cancer [8] . In addition to estimates of baseline overall survival, our model also provides individualized estimates of potential benefit from adjuvant radiochemotherapy, chemotherapy and IMRT technique. Future prospective studies are needed to more accurately refine indications of adjuvant treatment in these patients. The proposed nomogram performed well in predicting OS with a reliable c-index (0.7105) for internal validation and an excellent result in calibration, but it is still not optimal. Integration with other bioinformation would be expected to increase model accuracy.
There are several limitations that have to be considered for this study. First, the retrospective analysis, despite the strict application of the ontology for decreasing the data collection uncertainty level, did not overcome all uncertainties related to tumor recurrence pattern, surgical can be obtained in the top line of the nomogram ("Points"). After summing all the scores for each covariate value the final sum has to be identified in the line "Total Points". Tracing a vertical line from "Total Points" line down to "5 Years OS Probability" line you can read the expected survival probability assigning the patients to one of the three prognostic groups used for model calibration. using a coherent data ontology classification. In our setting the analysis type 1b according to TRIPOD statement finally ensures the best modeling procedure to take into account the different imputed dataset without splitting the cohort or using different modeling approaches [10] .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study population
In this study a large cohort of patients with histologically proven rectal cancer, pathologically staged as LARC by surgical histological specimen, has been analyzed. The initial dataset included 3995 patients from whom only post-operative radiotherapy cases with complete follow up record were selected. They were treated in our institution since 2000 to 2010. Metastatic patients were excluded from analysis. All patients received a TME procedure, even if the report of the completeness of the mesorectum removal was not available for all patients. Selection criteria included the availability of a follow up time record and the life status of the patients. This study was registered with ClinicalTrials. gov, number NCT02312284.
The variables
The evaluated variables were classified and collected according to a previously created ontology framework [38] . We included in this analysis the main epidemiological and oncological features for which a percentage of available records not lower than 90% was reachable. Sex, age at the date of diagnosis, tumor location (location was categorized on the basis of the tumor distance measured from the anorectal verge: low, less than 5cm; mid, 5 to 10cm; and high, more than 10cm), grade of histology, concurrent CT (yes/no), 
Statistical analysis
Overall missing data was 9.3% among this patients subset, allowing to perform the imputation procedure with a reasonable safety [39] . In order to ensure that the maximum number of patients was valuable without excluding patients missing only few records, a Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations procedure was adopted [40] . This procedure allows to achieve more robust models by pooling the results calculated from each imputed datasets analysis, without decreasing the overall informative power due to patients exclusion. This imputation process takes into account for the process that created the missing data, preserves the relations in the data, and preserves the uncertainty about these relations. Imputation process multivariate analysis, by Cox proportional hazards regression, was performed using 20 imputed dataset derived from original one. The inclusion of covariates was achieved by backwards elimination of not significant ones deleting those showing P-value>0.10 and considering significant covariates with P-value ≤0.05. 
